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II
The Field-Marshal and I were fully at one in this anxious view of the situation. Our conclusion was no sudden one, but had gradually grown upon us since we took over our posts at the end of August, 1916. Accordingly, the construction had been begun as early as September of powerful rear positions in the West; the Siegfried line, running from Arras, west of Cambrai, St. Quentin, La Fere, Vailly-sur-Aisne, to get rid of the great Albert-Roye-south-west of Noyon-Soissons-Vailly~sur-Aisne salient, in which the Somme fighting had made a large indentation ; and south of Verdun the Michael line, in front of the Etain-Gorz line, to straighten out the salient of St. MihieL These strategic positions had the advantage of shortening the front and economizing men, and their occupation according to plan was prepared. Whether we should retire on them, and how the positions would be used, was not of course decided in September, 1916; the important thing then was to get them built. This made comprehensive measures necessary and I made heavy demands for labour from home. All this, however, only sufficed for the West, and corresponding positions in the East had to be left unbuilt.
The construction of positions, the training of the army for defensive warfare, and the exploitation of home resources were of vital importance for carrying on the war. They were sufficient to postpone the decision, if the Government once succeeded in bringing the people whole-heartedly to support the war, but they could never lead to victory. The future was thus full of obscurity. The soldier dare not rely on chance, so that the questions of peace and submarine warfare became of tremendous importance. There was the problem of obtaining peace, the chance of defeat without unrestricted submarine warfare and the possibility of victory by means of such a campaign, accompanied by an attack by our surface fleet and a defensive war on land.
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